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LET BOXBROWNIE.COM
RENDERS DO ALL THE 
VISUALISING FOR YOU

TAP INTO VISUAL BUYERS - SELL OFF PLAN

Rather than relying on your buyers’ imagination, 
show them the potential immediately, allowing 
them to see what their property will look like 
beyond the plans with a real life replication.

COMPETITIVE PRICING WITHOUT 

COMPROMISING QUALITY

Save money on renders with BoxBrownie.com. 
Low pay-as-you-go pricing combined with a 
professional quality output that you’ll be thrilled 
to share.

360° RENDER VIRTUAL TOURS UNLOCK 

DREAMS

Fully immerse potential buyers in your new 
development before construction even begins. 
We can create the ultimate virtual property 
showcase for you.

SAVE TIME & MONEY

We can turnaround your render in two weeks. 
You’ll be amazed at the quality of output, and  
our prices will beat any budget. 

PIN POINT ISSUES EARLY

Virtually building your architectural vision allows 
you to identify potential problems early in the 
project.

AVAILABLE FOR ALL PROJECTS

Available for both residential and commercial 
renders with no price difference.

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  EXTERNAL 
 SINGLE PROPERTY

DEFINITION:

1-3 storeys
One residential dwelling              
OR 
One commercial property 

INCLUDES:

1 interior view
No additional cost for Aerial or Photomontage Renders.

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an External 360 Render 
starting from $600. 

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES PRICE (per image)

Dwg provided $280 

Pdf provided $320 

From image, no elevations $400 

ADD ONS PRICE (per image)

Perspective change $64 

Day to night transition $64 

Additional drafts $40 

Additional outputs $144 

Additional interior views $80 

Additional artificial buildings $40 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  EXTERNAL 
 DUPLEX PROPERTY

DEFINITION:

Residential or Commercial
1-3 storeys

Two properties connected by a common wall  
OR   
1-2 shop fronts 

INCLUDES:

2 interior views
No additional cost for Aerial or Photomontage Renders

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES PRICE (per image)

Dwg provided $320 

Pdf provided $360 

From image, no elevations $440 

ADD ONS PRICE (per image)

Perspective change $64 

Day to night transition $64 

Additional drafts $40 

Additional outputs $144 

Additional interior views $80 

Additional artificial buildings $40 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  EXTERNAL
 STREETSCAPE

DEFINITION:

Residential or Commercial
1-3 storeys

1-4 individual properties (detached or joined) 
OR   
3 duplexes  
OR
1-4 shop fronts 

INCLUDES:

4 interior views
No additional cost for Aerial or Photomontage Renders

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an External 360 Render 
starting from $800

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES PRICE (per image)

Dwg provided $400 

Pdf provided $440 

From image, no elevations $520 

ADD ONS PRICE (per image)

Perspective change $96 

Day to night transition $96 

Additional drafts $64 

Additional outputs $200 

Additional interior view $80 

Additional actual buildings - size 
relative to project selected (DWG/
PDF to be provided)

$200 

Additional artificial buildings $64 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  EXTERNAL 
 LARGE PROJECT

DEFINITION:

4-10 storey single building         
OR   
1-3 storey complex of up to 4 buildings 

INCLUDES:

2 interior views
2 artificial buildings in surroundings
No additional cost for Aerial or Photomontage Renders

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an External 360 Render 
starting from $1,200.

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES PRICE (per image)

Dwg provided $600 

Pdf provided $640 

From image, no elevations $800 

ADD ONS PRICE (per image)

Perspective change $144 

Day to night transition $144 

Additional drafts $120 

Additional outputs $304 

Additional interior views $80 

Additional actual buildings - size 
relative to project selected (DWG/
PDF to be provided)

$304 

Additional artificial buildings $120 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  EXTERNAL 
 GRAND PROJECT

DEFINITION:

10+ storey single buildings 

INCLUDES:

2 interior view
2 artificial buildings in surroundings
No additional cost for Aerial or Photomontage Renders

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an External 360 Render 
starting from $1.600. 

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES PRICE (per image)

Dwg provided $800 

Pdf provided $880 

From image, no elevations $1,152 

ADD ONS PRICE (per image)

Perspective change $200 

Day to night transition $200 

Additional drafts $160 

Additional outputs $400 

Additional interior views $80 

Additional actual buildings - size 
relative to project selected (DWG/
PDF to be provided)

$400 

Additional artificial buildings $160 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  INTERNAL 
 SINGLE PROPERTY

DEFINITION:

One internal single level residential dwelling              
OR   
One internal single level commercial space

No additional cost for the view out the window to be a 
real life picture (you just need to provide the picture) 

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an Internal 360 Render 
starting from $400.

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES price (per image)

Dwg provided $280 

Pdf provided $320 

From image, no elevations $400 

ADD ONS price (per image)

Perspective change $64 

Day to night transition $64 

Additional drafts $40 

Additional outputs $144 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  INTERNAL 
 LARGE PROJECT

DEFINITION:

An internal residential or commercial space
E.g. An internal view of a shopping centre

INCLUDES:

Up to 6 shopfronts
No rules regarding number of storeys

No additional cost for the view out the window to be a 
real life picture (you just need to provide the picture).

★ BoxBrownie.com can create an Internal 360 Render 
starting from $800.

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES price (per image)

Dwg provided $400 

Pdf provided $440 

From image, no elevations $520 

ADD ONS price (per image)

Perspective change $96 

Day to night transition $96 

Additional drafts $64

Additional outputs $200 

Additional window internal views $80 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  360° EXTERNAL
 STREETSCAPE

DEFINITION:

Residential or Commercial
1-3 storeys

1-4 individual properties (detached or joined)
OR
3 duplexes
OR 
1-4 shop fronts

INCLUDES:

4 interior views

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES price (per image)

Dwg provided $800 

Pdf provided $880 

From image, no elevations $1,200 

ADD ONS price (per image)

Perspective change $200 

Day to night transition $200 

Additional drafts $160 

Additional outputs $400 

Additional interior views $80 

Additional actual buildings - size 
relative to project selected (DWG/
PDF to be provided)

$200 

Additional artificial buildings $64 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  360° INTERNAL
 SINGLE PROPERTY

DEFINITION:

One internal single level residential dwelling              
OR   
One internal single level commercial space

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES price (per image)

Dwg provided $400

Pdf provided $440

From image, no elevations $600

ADD ONS price (per image)

Perspective change $144 

Day to night transition $144 

Additional drafts $120 

Additional outputs $200

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  360° INTERNAL
 LARGE PROJECT

DEFINITION:

Single level internal residential or commercial space

INCLUDES:

Up to 6 shopfronts
4 interior views

COST:

CUSTOMER PROVIDES price (per image)

Dwg provided $600 

Pdf provided $640 

From image, no elevations $800 

ADD ONS price (per image)

Perspective change $144 

Day to night transition $144 

Additional drafts $120 

Additional outputs $304 

Additional internal views $80 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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/  WHAT ELSE CAN WE DO ?

DEVELOPMENT RENDERS

Show off your community development from a unique 
“birds-eye” or “drone” view with an Aerial Render. At a 
single glance your clients will understand where their 
property sits in the surrounding neighbourhood. 

PRICE ON APPLICATION

2D ELEVATIONS

Add a pop of colour to your Architects Elevations, 
creating an “artist impression” 

$96  - CHANGES $40

CUSTOM RENDERS

Have a project that might fall outside of the standard 
categories? Get in touch with one of our Render Experts 
for a quote. 

PRICE ON APPLICATION

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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IMMERSE BUYERS IN YOUR 
DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO 
CONSTRUCTION.

ALL-INCLUSIVE

We create multiple beautiful 360° renders of your 
rooms. All you need to provide are your files and 
design references. We do the rest.

HAVE IT YOUR WAY

For each 360° Render, we design to your style. 
We’ll replicate from your chosen fixtures, fittings, 
and provided references. You can showcase 
different styles with additional outputs.

ADVANCED MARKETING

With an online virtual tour, your pre-construction 
development is readily available for potential 
buyers to view and interact from home or any-
where. 

/  360° RENDER VIRTUAL TOURS VIEW EXAMPLE TOUR

MONEY SAVING

No subscriptions.
Free first year hosting of your tour.
Produce 3 or more 360° render hotspots with us, 
we’ll create your Virtual Tour for free.

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
https://www.boxbrownie.com/360/?c=b7e8cca52c183daa3e7b6d0b6031cc71efde5151
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STEP 01 SELECT
Select from your floor plan your desired 360° render 
views or “hotspots”. Each hotspot starts from $400.

STEP 02 UPLOAD
Send your files and desired fittings/fixtures to us.  

In two weeks we’ll turnaround your render.

STEP 03 PUBLISH + SHARE
Once your renders are finalised and, within 24 hours 

we’ll send you a hosted link to your Tour.

/  IT’S AS EASY AS...

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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STEPS TOWARDS 
SUBMITTING A RENDER
WITH BOXBROWNIE.COM

WHEN SUBMITTING A RENDER PROJECT, THE

MORE INFORMATION SUPPLIED, THE BETTER! 

To get your job completed quickly and accurately, first 
we need the building’s architectural drawings (DWG or 
pdf). All plans uploaded must include elevation drawings 
and floor plans. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO PROVIDE:

 䂓 Design brief including texture, color details, and a 
reference to where the colors are to be applied (eg. 
front entrance pillars, fascia render, garage doors)

 䂓 Landscape details, including reference photos with 
your job submission, will assist our editors.

 䂓 Any additional information or specifications. We 
provide a comment box so you can include more 
information if required.

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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THE BOXBROWNIE.COM
RENDERS PROCESS

CLAY DRAFT 

We will send you a first draft showing the property, land 
layout, camera angle, and the clay model of the structure 
for you to review. Any changes to the camera angle 
must be advised at this stage or additional charges will 
apply. Any other elements of the render that need to be 
changed can be advised at this stage.

FINAL

We will provide you with a final colour draft reflecting 
the previously requested changes. If you have further 
revisions at this point, additional fees apply.

HI-RES

Once you have confirmed the brief has been met, we will 
provide you with a high resolution render. At this stage, 
any changes or additional outputs will incur additional fees.

COLOR DRAFT

We will make the requested revisions and this second 
draft will show the colors, textures, and landscaping. 
Again, you may request changes and updates to this 
draft without additional charges (except for perspective 
change).

The price for Renders include two sets of revisions. 
When submitting a render project, please provide as 
much information as possible including floor plans, site 
plans, elevations, design briefs, and landscape details.

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders
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RENDERS PRICING 
EXTRAS GLOSSARY

PERSPECTIVE CHANGE

When you are at Color or Final draft and you want to 
alter the camera perspective, e.g. you want it from the 
other side of the room. The Perspective Change is the 
cost to move the camera location. Please note you will 
still only receive one Hi-Res Render.

ADDITIONAL DRAFT 

You could say our Render process is like a well-oiled 
machine… but sometimes you want to see an extra clay 
or color draft to make sure you’ve got your design right 
before moving to the next stage. When this is the case 
you can order an Additional Draft.

ADDITIONAL OUTPUT

When you need another Hi-Res Render with Styling. 
This edit allows you to change the furniture, colors and 
textures. Please note this does not include any structural 
changes. If structural changes are required that is a 
brand new Render.

ADDITIONAL INTERIOR VIEW

When creating an External Render, sometimes you want 
to see into all the windows of the property. Our Exter-
nal Renders already include at least one Interior view, 
however when more interior views are required these 
additional costs apply.

ADDITIONAL ACTUAL BUILDING

When it’s an Additional Actual Building for Single or 
Duplex, it goes straight to Streetscape. When it’s a 
Streetscape it goes straight to Large Project. When 
it’s Large Project it goes straight to Grand Project from 
Image. Anything above this is a Development Render 
which is custom quote. 

ADDITIONAL ARTIFICIAL BUILDING

This is only really relevant for Streetscapes, Large, Grand 
projects or Development Renders. 

http://www.boxbrownie.com/us/renders



